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Recommended Home Maintenance Tips



Fall
Check windows and doors on the exterior for possible air or
water leaks - make sure the weep holes are clear at the bottom
on the outside.

Inspect caulking around windows for cracks or separation from the
window or building.

Check the roof for loose shingles, tiles or shakes. Make sure vents are
in good condition and are not blocked with debris.

If you have large trees or shrubs close to the home, make sure they
are trimmed well back to avoid branches damaging the exterior of the
home, the shingles or interfering with vents.

Check for leaves and debris in gutters and eavestroughs -
check for blockages at the down-pipe connections.

Vacuum and clean out forced air registers (vents) and ductwork in
your home.

Remove the hoses and any diverter manifolds or other attachments
from the hose bib itself.

Winter
Check the attic for leaks, check the insulation, look for blocked vents
and look to see if any daylight is coming in through the roof or around
chimneys (may indicate a leak or hole).
the motor if required (may require a technician).

Clean and test all the smoke alarms - check or replace the batteries.

Test all the Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFCIs) and all the
panel breakers.

Remove ice and snow from porches and concrete stairs as soon as
possible - don’t use salts or other chemicals that will damage the
concrete to melt or disperse ice.

In freezing or snow conditions check for ice dams on the overhangs of
the roof.



Spring

Clean and test all your smoke alarms (if needed replace batteries).

Test all GFCIs in bathrooms, kitchens, outside receptacles and on
the electrical panel.
a technician).

Inspect the roof visually from the ground if possible (be safety
conscious if you have to go on the roof or hire a contractor).

Clean gutters and down-pipes and make sure downspouts and
splash pads drain away from walls and foundation.

Inspect caulking inside and out and touch-up or replace where
needed with approved products.

Clean windows, window tracks and make sure weep holes are
not blocked (including sliding door tracks - lubricate openers
and track rollers with silicone spray).

Summer

Remove debris from gutters, eavestroughs and down-pipes.

Examine window and door seals and repair as necessary.
This will cut down on energy costs for cooling.
moisture damage - materials’ shrinkage may occur during the
hot season.

Inspect and lubricate garage door roller shafts (do not attempt
to adjust door springs yourself - always call a technician).

Lubricate locks on doors and windows with silicone spray.

Check window screens and screen doors for tears if installed.

Check the condition of concrete slabs and sidewalks and asphalt
driveways - repair cracks as necessary.

Make sure sprinklers and hoses are not directed against the
outside of the house.

Make sure that plants and bushes do not grow up against the
outside of the house (moisture can stay trapped and not dry
causing damage).



Suggested Monthly

Maintenance Schedule

Smoke Detectors - Check operation by pushing test button 
to cause
it to emit sound - if it does not check the circuit breaker. 
Check and
replace the battery when necessary. (Most detectors will 
emit an
intermittent beep when the battery is failing).

Check CO (Carbon Monoxide) detectors if installed.
indicated on
the gauge. Homeowners may contact their local Fire 
Department
for recommendations on the appropriate number of 
extinguishers
and the best locations to place them.

Test all GFCIs to ensure proper operation.

Clean in-sink garburator blades by grinding small ice cubes 
while
running cold water down the drain (this will remove food 
debris
which causes odors).
properly.

Check for signs of water leaks around toilets, under sinks 
and
around dishwasher regularly.
and water mix, or with warm water and baking soda.
replace as required per the manufacturer’s recommendation.

Clean aerators on faucets regularly and check screens in 
washing
machine supply hoses.
water conditions.

Clean your dryer lint trap regularly, if your home has a 
booster fan
installed be sure to check and clean the lint trap in that as 
well.

Damaged or torn lint traps should be replaced.

Check the Temperature Pressure Release (TPR) valve on the
water heater. The hot water tank should also be drained 
every six
months to prevent sediment build up. Follow the 
manufacturer’s
water burns.



Semi-Annual Maintenance Schedule

Inspect the roof and chimney (if brick) for broken or missing
tiles or shingles, to identify anything that might cause leaks
or problems.

Inspect and clean gutters, down-pipes and down spouts.

Inspect the outside of the home for the condition of siding,
paint, masonry, stucco or other cladding and wood trim.

Inspect and operate doors and windows to ensure proper
operation, security and weather resistance.

Check all the caulking in your home around sinks, tubs,
showers and toilets to ensure it is in good condition and there
are no leaks, gaps, seepage or mildew.

Check under all the sinks and other water fed appliances to
ensure there are no drips or signs of leaks.

Inspect all windows and doors and masonry to ensure the
weep holes are clear.

Clean tracks of windows and sliding glass doors before
applying silicone spray lubricant.

Inspect the foundation, basement or crawl space for abnormal
conditions or cracks.

Inspect the main electrical panel, circuit breakers and all GFCI
outlets and breakers.

Perform complete seasonal maintenance on the heating system.



Annual Maintenance Schedule

Examine caulking around windows and doors and repair or
renew as necessary.

Inspect condition of concrete slabs and patios for cracks
and spalling.

Check all interior and exterior wood trim and touch-up or
repair as necessary.

Have annual heating system/furnace and hot water tank
maintenance performed by a licensed contractor (this is to
ensure proper calibration and safety - especially in the case
of gas furnace and hot water tank).

Schedule professional inspection of all major appliances
particularly if gas fueled (as above - furnace, hot water tank,
gas ranges or cooktops etc.).
repair and repaint as required.
professional cleaner.
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